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Alistair Grim’s 

Odditorium





For Jack Schneider, Grubb’s first fan.

And for my daughter, who gave me the most 

powerful Odditoria of them all. 
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From an article in The Times, London, 23rd May 18—

WILLIAM STOUT SENTENCED TO HANG!

In light of a guilty plea and overwhelming evidence against the 

accused, the trial of the ruffian William Stout for the murder 

of Mr Abel Wortley and his housekeeper, Mrs Mildred Morse, 

of Bloomsbury, ended yesterday in the only possible way. The 

unhappy man was rightly convicted and sentenced to death for as 

cruel and cold-blooded a deed as was ever committed.

Readers of The Times will recall that Wortley, an elderly 

philanthropist and purveyor of antiquities, and Mrs Morse were 

brutally struck down last month in a type of burglary that has 

become all too common amongst London high society. Thanks, 

however, to the steadfast police work of Scotland Yard, William 

Stout, an acquaintance and sometimes coachman of Wortley’s, was 

quickly apprehended and charged with the crime. His plea of guilt, 

conviction and subsequent execution shall prove, in the opinion of 

The Times, a shining example of Her Majesty’s judicial system.

It is also the opinion of The Times that, with more and more 

villains roaming the streets of London, a little effort and care on 

the part of the elderly might in some cases preserve them from 

such dangers. 
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The odd was the ordinary at Alistair Grim’s. The people 

who lived there were odd. The things they did there were 

odd. Even the there itself there was odd. 

There, of course, was the Odditorium, which was located back 

then in London.

You needn’t bother trying to find the Odditorium on any maps. It 

was only there a short time and has been gone many years now. But 

back then, even a stranger like you would have no trouble finding 

it. Just ask a fellow in the street and no doubt he’d point you in the 

right direction. For back then, there wasn’t a soul in London who 

hadn’t heard of Alistair Grim’s Odditorium. 

On the other hand, if you were too timid to ask for directions, 

you could just walk around until you came upon a black, roundish 

building that resembled a fat spider with its legs tucked up against 

its sides. Or if that didn’t work, you could try looking for the Oddi-

torium’s four tall chimneys poking up above the rooftops – just keep 

an eye on them, mind your step, and you’d get there sooner or later. 

Upon your arrival at the Odditorium, the first thing you’d notice 

was its balcony, on top of which stood an enormous organ – its pipes 

twisting and stretching all the way up the front of the building like 

dozens of hollow-steel tree roots. “That’s an odd place for a pipe 
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organ,” you might remark. But then again, such oddities were 

ordinary at Alistair Grim’s. And what the Odditorium looked 

like on the outside was nothing compared to what it looked like 

on the inside. 

You’ll have to take my word on that for now. 

And who am I that you should do so? Why, I’m Grubb, of course. 

That’s right, no first or last name, just Grubb. Spelt like the worm 

but with a double b, in case you plan on writing it down someday. 

I was Mr Grim’s apprentice – the boy who caused all the trouble. 

You see, I was only twelve or thereabouts when I arrived at the 

Odditorium. I say “thereabouts” because I didn’t know exactly how 

old I was back then. Mrs Pinch said I looked “twelve or therea-

bouts”, and, her being Mrs Pinch, I wasn’t about to quarrel with her. 

Mrs Pinch was Mr Grim’s housekeeper, and I’m afraid she didn’t 

like me very much at first. Oftentimes I’d meet her in the halls and 

say, “Good day, Mrs Pinch,” but the old woman would only stare 

down at me over her spectacles and say, “Humph,” as she passed.

That said, I suppose I can’t blame her for not liking me back then. 

After all, it was Mrs Pinch who found me in the trunk.

Good Heavens! There I go getting ahead of myself. I suppose if 

I’m going to tell you about all that trunk business, I should go back 

even further and begin my story with Mr Smears. Come to think of 

it, had it not been for Mr Smears taking me in all those years ago, 

I wouldn’t have a story to tell you.

All right then: Mr Smears.

I don’t remember my parents, or how I came to live with Mr 

Smears, only that at some point the hulking, grumbling man with the 

scar on his cheek entered my memories as if he’d always been there. 
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chapter one

Mr Smears was a chimney sweep by trade, and oftentimes when 

he’d return to our small, North Country cottage, his face was so 

black with soot that only his eyeballs could be seen below his hat. 

The scar on his cheek ran from the corner of his mouth to the lobe 

of his left ear, but the soot never stuck to it. And when I was little I 

used to think his face looked like a big black egg with a crack in it.

His wife, on the other hand, was quite pleasant, and my memories 

of her consist mainly of smiles and kisses and stories told especially 

for me. All of Mrs Smears’s stories were about Gwendolyn the Yel-

low Fairy, whom she said lived in the Black Forest on the outskirts 

of the town. The Yellow Fairy loved and protected children, but 

hated grown-ups, and her stories always involved some fellow or 

another who was trying to steal her magic flying dust. But the Yel-

low Fairy always tricked those fellows, and in the end would gobble 

them up – “Chomp, chomp!” as Mrs Smears would say.

Mrs Smears was a frail woman with skin the colour of goat’s milk, 

but her cheeks would flush and her eyes would twinkle when she 

spoke of the Yellow Fairy. Then she would kiss me goodnight and 

whisper, “Thank you, Miss Gwendolyn.” 

You see, it was Mrs Smears who found me on the doorstep; and 

after she made such a fuss about the Yellow Fairy, her husband 

reluctantly agreed to take me in.

“He looks like a grub,” said Mr Smears – or so his wife told me. 

“All swaddled up tight in his blanket like that. A little grub-worm 

is what he is.”

“Well then, that’s what we’ll call him,” Mrs Smears replied. 

“Grub, but with a double b.”

“A double b?” asked Mr Smears. “Why a double b?”
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“The extra b stands for blessing, for surely this boy is a blessing 

bestowed upon us by the Yellow Fairy.”

“Watch your tongue, woman,” Mr Smears whispered, frightened. 

“It’s bad luck to speak of her, especially when the moon is full.”

“It’s even worse luck to refuse a gift from her,” replied Mrs 

Smears. “So shut your trap and make room for him by the fire.”

“Bah,” said Mr Smears, but he did as his wife told him. 

Mr and Mrs Smears had no children of their own – an unfortunate 

circumstance that Mr Smears often complained about at supper 

when I was old enough to understand such things.

“That grub ain’t free, Grubb,” Mr Smears would say, scratching 

his scar. “You best remember the only reason I agreed to take you 

in is because the wife said you’d make a good apprentice someday. 

And since we got no other grubs squirming about, I suggest you 

be quick about getting older or you’ll find yourself picking oakum 

in the workhouse.”

“Shut your trap,” Mrs Smears would say. “He’ll find himself 

doing no such thing.” Upon which her husband would just shake 

his head and say:

“Bah!” 

Mrs Smears was the only person I ever saw get away with talking 

to Mr Smears like that, but she died when I was six or thereabouts. I 

never had the courage to ask Mr Smears what from, but I remember 

how old I was because Mr Smears was very upset. After the funeral, 

he knocked me down on the cottage floor and growled:

“Six years of feeding and clothing you, and what have I got to 

show for it? A dead wife in the ground and a useless worm what 

ain’t fit for nothing but the workhouse!”
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The workhouse was a black, brooding building located near the 

coalmines on the south edge of the town. It had tall iron gates that 

were always locked and too many windows for me to count. Worst 

of all were the stories Mr Smears used to tell about the children who 

worked there – how they were often beaten, how they had no play 

time and very little to eat. Needless to say, I didn’t have to be told 

much else to know that the workhouse was a place from which I 

wanted to stay as far away as possible.

“Oh please don’t send me to the workhouse!” I cried. “I’ll make 

you a good apprentice. I swear it, Mr Smears!”

“Bah!” was all he said, and knocked me down again. Then he 

threw himself on his bed and began sobbing into his shirtsleeves. 

I picked myself up and, remembering how gentle he was around 

his wife, poured him a beer from the cupboard as I’d seen Mrs 

Smears do a thousand times.

“Don’t cry, Mr Smears,” I said, offering him the mug. 

Mr Smears looked up at me sideways, his eyes red and narrow. 

And after a moment he sniffled, took the mug and gulped it down. 

He motioned for me to pour him another and then gulped that one 

down, too. And after he’d gulped down yet a third, he dragged his 

shirtsleeve across his mouth and said:

“All right then, Grubb. I suppose you’re old enough now. But 

mind you carry your weight, or so help me it’s off to the workhouse 

with you!”

And so I carried my weight for Mr Smears – up and down the 

chimneys, that is. Mr Smears called me his “chummy” and told 

everyone I was his apprentice, but all he was good for was sitting 

down below and barking up orders at me. Sometimes he’d sweep 
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the soot into bags, but most often he left that part of the job for 

me to do, too.

I have to admit that all that climbing in the dark was scary work 

at first. The flues were so narrow and everything was pitch-black 

– save for the little squares of light at the top and bottom. And 

sometimes the chimneys were so high and crooked that I lost sight 

of those lights altogether. It was difficult to breathe, and the climb-

ing was very painful until my knees and elbows toughened up. 

Eventually, however, I became quite the expert chummy. But 

sometimes when we arrived back at the cottage, Mr Smears would 

knock me down and say:

“Job well done, Grubb.”

“Well done, you say? Then why’d you knock me down, Mr 

Smears?”

“So you’ll remember what’s what when a job ain’t well done!”

There were lots of chimneys in our town for me to sweep back 

then, and I always did my best, but life with Mr Smears was hard, 

and many times I went to bed hungry because, according to Mr 

Smears, it wasn’t sensible to feed me. 

“After all,” he’d say, “what good’s a grub what’s too fat to fit in 

his hole?” 

Oftentimes I’d lie awake at night, praying for the Yellow Fairy to 

take me away. “Please, Miss Gwendolyn,” I’d whisper in the dark. 

“If only you’d leave me a little dust, just enough to sprinkle on my 

head so I can fly away, I’d be forever grateful.”

Mr Smears made me sleep in the back of the cart in the stable. I 

was too dirty to be let inside the cottage, he said, and what use was 

there washing me when I would only get dirty again tomorrow? 
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There was a small stove in the stable for Old Joe, Mr Smears’s 

donkey, but on some of the chillier nights, when Mr Smears ne-

glected to give us enough coal, Old Joe and I would sleep huddled 

together in his stall.

Of course, many times over the years I thought about running off, 

but if I did run, where would I run to? I’d only ever been as far as 

the country manors on jobs with Mr Smears, and since I knew no 

trade other than chimney-sweeping, what was left for me besides 

the workhouse?

I suppose things weren’t all bad. Every third Saturday Mr Smears 

would allow me to wash at the public pump and sleep on the floor 

in the cottage. The following Sunday we’d dress in our proper 

clothes and attend service like proper folk. After that, we’d stop 

in the churchyard to pay our respects to Mrs Smears. Sometimes 

Mr Smears would sniffle a bit, but I would pretend not to notice 

so as not to catch a beating. Then we’d arrive back at the cottage, 

whereupon I’d pour him some beer and keep his mug full until he 

was pleasant enough to allow me outside to play.

For six years or so things went on that way, until one day I blun-

dered into a stranger who changed my life for ever. Indeed, we 

chimney sweeps have a saying that goes, “A blunder in the gloom 

leads a lad to daylight or to doom.” 

I just never expected to find either inside a lamb.
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Character List

Some folks in the North Country:

GRUBB: Name spelt like the worm but with a double b, Grubb is 

twelve years old and the narrator of our story. A chimney sweep 

by trade, he can also read a bit and count higher than his fingers 

and toes.

MR SMEARS: Grubb’s brutal master, his favourite pastimes in-

clude drinking beer and knocking down Grubb for no reason 

in particular.

MRS SMEARS: Gentle and kind, she died when Grubb was six 

or thereabouts.

MR CRUMBSBY: A swindler and the proprietor of the Lamb’s 

Inn, he is fat with red whiskers and spoils his twin sons rotten.

TOM & TERRANCE CRUMBSBY: Fat, redheaded devils like 

their father, the Crumbsby twins eat loads of jam and enjoy 

beating up Grubb when they catch him.

THE CRUMBSBY WOMEN: Mrs Crumbsby and her two daugh-

ters, Anne and Emily. They are very fond of Grubb and sneak 

him food when the others are not around.

OLD JOE: A donkey that sometimes shares its stable with 

Grubb.
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A number of relevant persons in and around London:

ALISTAIR GRIM: Fortune hunter, purveyor of antiquities and, 

some say, mad sorcerer. He is the inventor of the Odditorium, 

a house of mechanical wonders, and thus the chap after whom 

our story is named.

PRINCE NIGHTSHADE: Mr Grim’s nemesis and archaeological 

rival, the self-proclaimed prince is an evil necromancer capable 

of absorbing magical power.

NIGEL STOUT: Alistair Grim’s coachman and all-round right 

hand man, he is big and bald and wears a pair of thick black 

goggles. 

MRS PINCH: Mr Grim’s short-sighted housekeeper and cook.

LORD DREARY: Mr Grim’s business partner and long-time friend.

KIYOKO: A fierce shinobi warrior and prisoner in Nightshade’s 

castle.

JUDGE MORTIMER HURST: An enemy of Mr Grim’s, he sen-

tenced Nigel’s brother to hang a decade earlier.

NOAH THE PICKPOCKET: A dapper thief about Grubb’s age.

FROG EYES & FLAT NOSE: His not-so-dapper mates. 

And, of course, a few who are either dead or just talked about:

ABEL WORTLEY: An elderly philanthropist, purveyor of an-

tiquities and dear friend of Alistair Grim’s, Mr Wortley and his 

housekeeper were murdered in London ten years before our 

story begins.
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WILLIAM STOUT: Nigel’s twin brother who was hanged for 

the crime. 

MAGGIE STOUT: William’s daughter, Maggie was sent to live 

in the country after her father was hanged.

ELIZABETH O’GRADY: Mr Grim’s long-lost love, she died 

under mysterious circumstances twelve years ago. Grubb often 

refers to her as the Lady in Black. 
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Glossary of Odditoria

Not to be confused with Mr Grim’s Odditorium (which ends with an 

“um”), loosely defined, the word Odditoria, at once both singular and 

plural, is used to classify any object living, inanimate or otherwise that 

is believed to possess magical powers. 

Some relevant Odditoria at Mr Grim’s:

DOUGAL “MACK” MCCLINTOCK: Chief of the Chrono-

metrical Clan McClintock, “Mack” is a Scottish pocket watch 

who likes a good brawl now and then.

GWENDOLYN, THE YELLOW FAIRY: A wood nymph who 

is very fond of chocolate and gobbling up nasty grown-ups.

CLEONA: A mischievous banshee prone to wailing and playing 

tricks on people.

ANIMUS: The mysterious blue energy that powers the Oddito-

rium’s mechanics.

BROOM: The Odditorium’s maid, she is just that, a broom.

SAMURAI: Legendary Japanese warriors; Mr Grim uses their 

magic-infused armour to guard his Odditorium.

DOOM DOGS: A pack of vicious shadow hounds charged with 

fetching escaped spirits back to the Land of the Dead.
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THE EYES OF MARS: A pair of magical orbs that the Roman 

god of war gave to his twin sons, Romulus and Remus. Alistair 

Grim has one Eye, and Prince Nightshade has the other.

THE LADY IN BLACK’S MIRROR: A silver-handled mirror 

with dark glass that Mr Grim keeps on his desk.

NUMBER ONE: A large, mechanical wasp.

THUNDERBIRDS: An even larger species of bird indigenous to 

North America. 

Some relevant Odditoria at Prince Nightshade’s:

THE BLACK FAIRY: An evil winged demon and Nightshade’s 

second in command, he excels at blowing up things with his bolts 

of nasty black fire.

SHADESMEN: The long-dead armies of Romulus and Remus 

resurrected by Prince Nightshade.

SIRENS: Beautiful but dangerous sea witches whose songs lured 

ancient sailors to their deaths.

RED DRAGONS: A clan of half-human serpents that are enemies 

of the shinobi.

PHANTOM: One of Prince Nightshade’s horses, he can fly and 

spit fire.

BORG GORALLUP: A large Norwegian troll and oft-featured 

gladiator in Prince Nightshade’s tournaments, he holds an im-

pressive record of seventeen kills.

MOTH MAN: Known as the Silent Assassin, this newcomer from 

the Americas boasts a record of nine kills, each in less than a minute. 
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MOOSH-MOOSH: A pint-sized goblin that tops out the prince’s 

fighting roster with an unparalleled record of twenty kills even. 

Various other MONSTERS, including more GOBLINS and 

TROLLS, that have allied themselves with the prince.
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